
PHILYRA  
 
“A great song should lift your heart, warm the soul and make you feel good.” ― Colbie 
Caillat. 
Philyra, the student music society, is the group of students who share a common passion 
and love for music and strive to explore the world of music with immaculate intentions. 
 
AAROHANA- THE INDIAN MUSIC SOCIETY 
the Indian Music Society of Shaheed Rajguru College of Applied Sciences for Women has 
been the sole of college since 2011, the year it was born. This society acts like an adhesive, 
binding everyone throughIndian classical music. The members are different in their own 
ways, however, one thing that makes them a single team and a family, is there love for 
Indian classical music. The society promises to its members, an experience of true college 
life. the society also gives them a first hand experience of the various functions taking place 
in the college starting from Freshers party, Rajguru day, Diwali Mela, the annual College fest 
Karvaan etc. Moreover, the team has taken part in several classical choir competitions, held 
in various colleges and has prepared several classical compositions, using different ragas, 
throughout the years.  
In the 21-22 session, the society performed in various events. Firstly, the society prepared a 
composition for the NAAC visit which was appreciated by all. Further, on the auspicious 
occasion of Vasant Panchami February 5, Aarohana presented a Saraswati Vandana and 
prepared an online performance on Rabindranath Tagore 's song Mor Bina Othe to celebrate 
the season of Spring, the season of life. On February 24 the members of the society 
performed a beautiful Bollywood medley in Euphoria '22, the official Freshers party of the 
college.  
Aarohana presented a medley at the annual fest of Shaheed Rajguru College- Karvaan’22. 
Swaraksharam- the classical singing competition and Cadence- the bollywood singing 
competition were among them.   
The society presented Raga Yaman and a patriotic song at the National seminar Vishwa 
Guru Bharat on March 23 held at Patel Chest Auditorium, North Campus, University of Delhi.  
Followed by this, Philyra-Aarohana also presented their annual composition on the Annual 
day on April 25 and also a Vandana in the beginning. After a tough time, the society is back 
with all enthusiasm and passion to make the upcoming year a productive one. The society 
welcomes our freshers and is ready for a year full of events and experiences! 
PHILYRA-THE WESTERN MUSIC SOCIETY 
We held a number of events over the year 2021–2022, all with a great deal of excitement 
and passion to discover the world between notes. The year started with us performing at the 
NAAC EVENT which received great praise. Soon after we welcomed our freshers with a 
splendid performance where we chose to sing the all timefavorite F.R.I.E.N.D.S theme song. 
With the various competitions and practice sessions conducted by Philyra, the new ones got 
the hang of how things are to be done and we prepared for the college’s annual fest with full 
enthusiasm. In addition to our performance in the fest, we also conducted a training session 
with a music educator, Mr. Rahul Sharma who guided us about how to improve our skills and 
conquer various problems one faces while singing.  
 



 
 
 

 


